A.A. 2019-2020
CALL FOR APPLICATION - DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE

ABSTRACT

Please note that this is just a short summary in English language.

The official call is published on Ca’ Foscari website in the section dedicated to the specific DJD, within the main webpage of each degree programme.

Double Joint Degrees (DJD) programmes allow students to live an international experience getting a valid diploma in the countries involved in the DJD agreement.

Each DJD agreement has its own entry requirements, detailed in Annex A. According to the DJD programme you are interested in, please check the deadlines and admission requirements to be fulfilled.

This call is addressed to students enrolled in Ca’ Foscari University of Venice for the A.Y. 2018/19.

If the DJD programme refers to a MA programme, students with a BA from another university are allowed to apply. These students will have to be enrolled in Ca’ Foscari University of Venice before carrying out their mobility at the Host Universities.

Chinese citizenships are not allowed to enter the DJD programmes with CNU.

The application for this call, available on the university website, must be submitted through the following google form:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeNxlrjiljCjz7iVQj-0TAUHGYS0HYHYnusWGII3FjJ_kafTw/viewform
The Welcome Unit will establish a possible grant for the mobility of outgoing students, according to the regulation for the use of the ministerial fundings.

The amount will depend on the student’s economic condition defined on the basis of the ISEE (Equivalent Economic Status Indicator).

In order to know the possible amounts, please check Annex B.

Selected students must request the ISEE / ISEE PARIFICATO 2019 within the deadline to accept the offer, which is usually one week after the publication of the selection results.

Italians students or foreign nationals residing in Italy do not need to submit the ISEE certification to the University, since the information will be accessible to the University.

Foreign nationals or an Italians residing abroad must request ISEE parificato (ISEE equivalent) and then send it to the Welcome Unit within the deadline.

Please note that the ISEE/ISEE parificato 2019 can be requested starting from 16th January 2019.

For further information:

Welcome Unit – International Office

jointdegree@unive.it